Kirkwood Community College
Daily Project Report

Team Report:
- The Tipton site continues to experience video issues. The replacement of the V-Brick did not remedy the issue. Matt will pursue further.
- Matt made a change in the IP MUX configuration and that appears to have stabilized. We will allow “burn in” time and continue to check next week.
- Data seems to be stable and solid.
- Joe S. has made a change to the DL hub configuration to discontinue the re-ordering (jumping around) of sites on the site selector portion of the DL Navigator.
- Renovo has created a new session type in the scheduler that allows for the relaying of remote sites to be broadcasted to all to view in the session. Jim Olson from Renovo will further train Kirkwood staff on this feature.

Activities/Assignments for week of November 20-23rd:
- Network issues resolution and testing will continue by Matt Oliver with support from Dascom resources:
  - Tipton network issues
  - Dascom engineers will work with Matt on verification of video and audio signals at all beta locations.
- Classroom build out to continue by Phil Meaney.
- Network build out to continue by Mark Zuber in preparation for equipment deployment

Activities/Assignments for week of November 27 – Dec. 1st:
- Dascom will provide an additional resource to work with Mark Zuber to install equipment at remaining locations.
- Phil Meaney continues to build out available classrooms with a target of December 8th. (Existing classrooms that are currently in use will have equipment installed beginning Monday, December 11th.)